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On Runge’s Theorem about Diophantine 

Equations 

A. GRYTCZUK and A. SCHINZEL 

In 1887, C. Runge [14] proved the following theorem. Let f € Z[X,Y] 

be an irreducible polynomial. If the equation f(x,y) = 0 has infinitely many 

integer solutions then the following conditions hold: 

(C,) the highest powers of X and Y in f occur as isolated terms aX™ and 

bY”; 

(C,) for every term cX°Y°? of f we have no + mo < mn; 

(Cs) the sum of all terms of f for which ng+mo = mn is up to a constant 

factor a power of an irreducible polynomial 

(the last condition is stated by Runge in a little weaker form, but his 

proof gives what is asserted here). 

In the course of the proof Runge established also under the same as- 

sumption the following condition which together with (C,) is stronger than 

(C2) - (Cs): 

(Ca) there is only one system of conjugate Puiseux expansions at x = oo 

for the algebraic function y = y(z) defined by f(x,y) = 0. 

  

” Capital letters X,Y,...,£,H,... denote indeterminates, small letters z,y,..., 

é,,... denote elements of the relevant fields.
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An essential feature of Runge’s theorem is that if his conditions are 

not fulfilled, all integral solutions of the equation f(z, y) = 0 can be found 

effectively. The special case, where all real roots of the leading form of 

f(X,Y) are simple and rational # 0 was rediscovered by E. Maillet [11] 

and an algorithm to find bounds for the size of solutions has been given by 

him in [12] under the additional assumption that all roots of the leading 

form of f are distinct. In the general case, bounds have been given by 

D. L. Hilliker and E. G. Straus [4]. If do = min{deg, f,degy f} = 1 and 

d = max{deg, f,degy f} > 2 their bound given in Theorem 3.3 is false (see 

below). But for d = 1 or do > 1 they have proved that if Runge’s conditions 

(C,)- (C3), which they formulate differently, are violated then all integral 

solutions of the equation f(z, y) = 0 satisfy 

A(fll+1)? if d=], 
max{|z|, lyl} < (ee if dos 1, 

where ||f|| is the height of f.’ (see [4], Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.9). 

Although they do not say so the same inequality follows from their argument 

if (Ca) is violated (Then in their notation deg, Q” < se < deg, f, hence 

(Q", f) =1). 
Many special equations to which Runge’s theorem applies have been 

considered. Thus for f of degree 2 the second author gave the essentially 

best possible bound 

max{\z\, lyl} < IIfIl’ 

(see [16]) and for equations y* = f(z), f — a monic quartic polynomial, 

D. W. Masser [13] gave the essentially best possible bound 

Iz] < {FIP 

(essentially means here up to a multiplicative constant). D. W. Masser has 

also called our attention to the fact that the bound of Hilliker and Straus 

can be improved by means of a recent result of W. Schmidt [18]. Indeed, 

when one combines the argument of Hilliker and Straus with Theorem 3 of 

[18] one obtains the following assertion. 

Let f € Z[X,Y] be irreducible of height ||f||. Let deg, f =m, degy f = 

n, do = min{m,n}, d = max{m,n} and let integers x,y satisfy f(x,y) = 0.
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If (C,) is not satisfied by the variable X or (C4) does not hold, then 

Iz] < (27 min" nap orn Ont) 

ly| < (217 mérné fp) 
ort?) ; 

If (C,) holds, but (C2) or (C3) does not, then 

5 
Iz] < (27 a3 a8 f|]) Coenen tt) 

5 
' [ul < (2°7 da fil) oon . 

Hilliker and Straus have used the original Runge’s approach based 

on the Puiseux expansions of the algebraic function defined by f(z,y) = 

0. In 1922 Skolem [20] gave another proof of Runge’s theorem based on 

elimination theory. In the present paper we use Skolem’s approach to prove 

a bound for max{|z]|, |y|} which is better for d > 1 than the bound of Hilliker 

and Straus, and often better than the assertion above, but which does not 

apply if only (C4) is violated. In the course of the proof we fill in a gap that 

occurs in Skolem’s paper. We prove the following 

Theorem. Let f € Z[X,Y] be irreducible of height ||f\|, m = deg, f, 

n = degy f, do = min{m,n}, d = max{m,n} and let integers x,y satisfy 

f(x,y) = 0. 

(i) If (C1) is not satisfied by the variable X ,,then 

) 2n(mn+1)* 

3 lal < ((m + 1)(n-+:1)(mn +1)" IF I 

lyl < ((m +1)(n+1)(m
n+ 1277 wie 

(ii) If (C,) holds, but (C2) does not, then 

-4 96m n*(m,n)~*d’§+m—" do 

Iz c ((4mndo)emnm")™ III) ’ 

) 96m‘*n*(m,n)~* ds tn! do 

lvl < ((4mndp)ornomr* IF 

(iti) If (C1) and (C2) hold, but (Cs) does not, then
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m3 n*(m,n)4+m7! (m,n)? ele (engemet ag) 
4,3 4 -1 

ul c ((mnysrntm® gy) Ee oe 

No attention should be attached to the coefficients of || f||, which in the cases 

(ii) - (iii) probably can be much improved. On the other hand, an effort has 

been made to obtain the exponents as small as the method allows. 

Corollary. In the notation of the theorem either (C,)—(C3) hold or 

(45I1 FI)" if d=2, 
11 max{|z|, |y|} < (as fll) if d>2. 

The example of the equation zy — ty — tz? = 0 with a solution xz = 

tí +4, y = (t4 +1)? shows that the exponents 250 and 96d! in the 
corollary cannot be lowered below 4 or d? respectively. The same example 

shows that the bound d(||f|| + 1)?¢ given by Hilliker and Straus in their 

Theorem 3.3 for the case dp = 1 is false for d > 2. On the other hand, the 

assertion on p.2 implies that 96d!! can be replaced by 16d’ (d + 2)?. 

The proof of the theorem falls into three main steps. (A) (Lemmas 

1 to 4). We consider the special case, where the leading form of f is a 

monomial divisible by XY. For equations of this special type if f(z, y) = 0 

and say |x| > max{Zo, |y|} we have such good control of y as a function of z 

that we can construct a polynomial F € Z[X,Y] prime to f, which vanishes 
for all pairs (x,y) in question; this bounds the solutions. (B) (Lemmas 5 

to 9). Under the general assumptions of the theorem we find polynomials 
G, H € Z[X, Y] such that the minimal equation connecting G(z, y), H(z, y) 

subject to f(a, y) = 0 is of the special type considered in (A). (C) (Lemmas 

10, 11 and the proof of the theorem in the strict sense). We deduce the 

estimates in the general case from those obtained in (A) by deducing bounds 
for x,y from those for G(x, y), H(z, y). 

It should be mentioned that the condition (C3) has been sharpened by 

the second author [15] and the condition (C,) by M. Ayad [1]. However 

their proofs do not lead to bounds for the size of possible solutions of the 

equation f(x,y) = 0, since they use an ineffective theorem of Siegel [19].
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N and No denote the set of positive integers and of nonnegative integers, 

respectively. For a real number 2, [x] is the least integer greater than or 

equal to z. 

For a polynomial F’ with coefficients a; € C we shall put 

1/v 

IFI =max|a|, IFI = (= oa (vy = 1,2). 

We conclude the introduction by expressing our thanks to Professor 

J. W. S. Cassels for the remarks incorporated in the present version of the 

paper and to Mr. K. Stefaziski for the remarks on an early draft. 

Lemma 1. Let P,Q € Z[X,Y], (P,Q) = 1, degx P = pi, degy P = po, 

and similarly for Q. If 

P(z,y) = Q(z,y) = 0 (1) 

then 

Iz] S (IIPIKp: + DP FT)" (llaii(a: 4 1) Ve +1)” 

Proof. Since (P,Q) = 1 the resultant R(X) of P and Q with respect to Y is 

not zero and clearly (1) implies that R(x) = 0. Since the leading coefficient 

of R is in absolute value > 1 we have by the inequality of Landau [6] 

Iz] < |Rlle. (2) 

Now 

|Rll2 < max |R(g)| (3) 

and using the Hadamard inequality for the determinant of the Sylvester 

matrix we obtain 

  

Rll S VÍ [[ (Pll? + 1)?@ + 1)) Ter, + 1)?(g2 + 1)). 

_ The inequalities (2) and (3) imply the lemma. &
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Lemma 2. For all integersn >v >0, r>1,t>0, p>0, A\>1,k 40 

for every polynomial f € Z[X,Y] with the leading form equal to kX”Y™ ” 
there exist polynomials B,4,,,C,2,, € Z[X] with the following properties 

deg Bri <M, (4) 

Bren ll <n? [FI (5) 
deg Cri. <vr+A+t—-1, (6) 

IICr.t,a ll < 20?" IF"; (7) 

if f(x,y) = 0, £0 then 

r(v-1)+t 

n-v-bt Tt (x) n-14(r-1)(v-1)+t-p y 2. They 2 

Ca, (2) y™ v-X 

ose (Kory YO 

Proof. We define the polynomials B,,:,,, C,,, by induction on r as follows 

tttv-1 —v 

my B. tp (x)y" 1+t-p + § Ci, tr (x)y"" V-A 

u=0 A=1 

= —X'(f(X, Y) — kXVY" Tr): — Ny AJ(XYYTE ját 

and 

Betty = Nm B. en A; (u < (r + 1)(v - 1) + t), (8) 

rw tyhetn>o 

n>j20 

Crtttr = kX’ Cyt. — nm - Bistn4Aj (1S A<n—v). (9) 
Atja(r4+1)(v—-1)+t+r 

r(v—1)+t2>h>0 
n>j>0 

All assertions of the lemma follow by induction on r. 

Indeed, we have 

—-A, if O<w<min{n—-1,t+v—1}, 
Batu = . 

0 otherwise,
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hence 

deg Busy < deg A, < by 

WBrtu ll < Aull < UF Tl 

and by (8) 

deg By+ity < max {deg B,, + deg A;}} < max {h+j}=un, 
h+j=h h4-j-p 

IB II S max IIBran AjII S réllfilmaz IB en I 
1j-n ASp 

< n2 . n2tr- 1) WA =n Wert? . 

Similarly 

—Ayprazt-1 of 1<ASn-v-—t, 
Cyt. = : 

0 otherwise, 

hence (6) and (7) follow from (9) by induction on r. Indeed, these formulae 
are true for r = 1 and assuming that (6), (7) hold for a fixed r we find from 

(4), (5) and (9) 

deg Crrit,, < max{v + degC,2,., (r+1)(v—-1) +t +A} 
< max{v(r +1) +A4+t-1, (r+ 1)v—-1)4+t+A} 

=v(r+1)+A4+t-1, 

C, < kI|C,. n max Burt A; Ia S osan Ta [Bane Ail 
S k 2275 INT A REI max !| Bart {I 

AS (r4+1)(v- 1) +t+r 

SnD [Fret + nfl? HFIP 
< (nr + Jn ») Wirt 

< an?" Fir? . 

The remaining assertion of the lemma is true by definition of Bit u; Ci,t,x 

for r — 1 and assuming its truth for a fixed r we infer by (8) and (9) from
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f(z,y) =0 

r(v-1)+t 
yr ett = 3 B.u (7) ye 1-H(r—1)(v—1)-Ht- pe 

0 (ka”)" 

r(v-1)4+t 

C4, (2) A (x) y™ v-rX _ Br ty (x) (v-1)r+t- pw 
+ Ye (kav) " ~ 5 (kar)r y 

n-1 

A;(z) n-1-j St) y7 V-A 

j=0 

(r+1)(v7 1) +t yr Her(u~ tt ha 

= ep Brn As 
u=0 h+j=p 

O<j<n 
O<ShSr(v—1)+t 

n-vV n- v-xr n-v 

y Cy, (z) u 
> > Btn (kav)rti + > (kav)rt+i ka 

A=1 A+ j=(r+1)(v- 1)4+t+r A=1 

(r+1)(v-1)+t 

B.u (2) n7-1-tr(v—1)tt- u 
mar. (kav)rt1 

Crit, (Z) yn a 
+ ae “(kav)rtt r+1 

The inductive proof is complete. = 

Lemma 3. For all integers n > v > 0, k 4 0 and every polynomial f € 

Z[X,Y] with the leading form equal tokX”Y"” there exists a polynomial — 
F € Z[X,Y] with the following properties 

the leading form of F is a monomial in Y, (10) 

degy f<degy f<n?, — (11) 

Fil < (nlf)? . (12) 
Ifz,y € Z, |x| > |y| and (13) 

f(z,y) =0 (131) 
then either F(x, y) — 0 or 

iz c (ről)
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Proof. By Lemma 2 with r = n —v +t (13) implies for z # 0 

(n- v+t)(v-1)+¢ 

y™ vit _ > qa y™ 14(n-v+t-1)(v~1)+t~ yp (14) 

u=0 

eee 
Now let us write 

Co-v4een = De Xt) 4 By Xverveomotl 4 Fy, (15) 

where 

Dir, Esa, Fix € ZX], (16) 

deg Ei. <n-—v—-A-lifrA<n-v—-1, Exp-y-1 = Ein-, = 9, 

deg Fi, < v(n-v+t)—n+min{frA+v+1,n}. 

It follows by (6) that 
deg Di, <A+t-1. (17) 

We have from (14) 

(n-v+t)(v-1)+¢ B 

(agent = Beesig eres a 
HO 

v- te  E.x(m 
+ b Di a(z)y * + 2 Peale Dye > 

+ 55 ale F(z) yr 
pu(n—v+t) vitt) 

For n — v > 3 let us denote all the quotients 4+, where0 <i<s< 

n —v—1 in whatever order by 0;,...,0y, where N= 7 2. 1) and let 

nov E N . 

A nu 7 : 

eer = 058; (19) 
j=l A=1 

By (16) we have a:,; € Z, by (15) and Lemma 2
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agg] a Ze EAT. (20) 
By virtue of the Bombieri—Vaaler theorem [2] there exists an integer solution 

[Co,Ci,...,Con-1] of the system of equations 

2N-1 

S> Cia, =0 (1S 5<N) (21) 

satisfying the condition 

0< max |C,|< *Vdet AAt, 
o<t<2N 

where A is a submatrix of the maximal rank of (a,,; ) ostcan . Using (20) a and 
SGSN 

the generalized Hadamard inequality (cf. [2], p. 16) we find 
  

2N-1 

< 4(n-v+t-1) 2(n-v+1) sayy INS] Do am Il (22) 
< 22 han van) II v+2N-1 

< (n?iifil)”” 
For n—v < 2 we take N = $, Co = 1, so that (22) still holds. 

From (18), (19) and (21) we obtain 

2N-1 2N-1 (n-v+t)(v-1)+t 
n-v B,- vrt,t, zt v(n-v - 

S Ct (ky) + = 5 Ct 5 Prom su y ( +e 

t=0 t=0 u=0 

2N-1 n-v 

+ > CD) Peale) V-A 

1-0 

+S ae yrs, 
If y 4 0 and 

2N-1 

zl >Iyl So Cel: 
1-0 

(n-v+t)(v-1)+t 

my (Wt DIIBr-v4een I+ Do v(n-v t+ HllFal 
4-0 A=1
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then the sum of the first and of the third term on the right hand side above 

is in absolute value less than 1, and since the second term is an integer and 

so is the left hand side, we obtain 

2N-1 2N-1 n-v 

> Cilky) YO Dex (ay TT. (23) 
t=0 t=0 A=1 

Therefore we take 

2N-1 n-v {2N-1 

F=Y S> c(ky)yr’* -Y SO ( S> CiDia 9) yur, (24) 
1-0 A=1 t=0 

By (16) F € Z[X,Y]. Let T be the greatest t < 2N such that C, # 0. Then 
by (17) 

2N-1 n-v {2N-1 

deg 5° C,(kY)”’* =n-v+T > deg >> ( S> C.Diy 00) you" 
1-0 A=1 170 

hence (10) holds. Besides 

deg, F < degy F< n—v+2N <n’, 

while by (7), (15) and (22) 

2N-1 

||F || = max laz 104]. keert2n-i , 2. cag. ah 
2 2N-1 

< (n? FI)” ma [etames , 2 S nin v+t-1) iri} 

t=0 

< (rlz) 4nXn-v42N-2) (lpr ete 

2n? 

s ll: 
which gives (11) and (12). 

If (13,) holds then by (23) and (24) either F(r,y) — 0 or 

2N-1 

zl <lul SO IC 
1-0 

0 A=1 

(n- v4+t)(v—-1)+t n-v 

SS HAD Br-vteeu + DO (nv + HllFeall p-
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The latter relation implies by (5), (7), (15) and (22) 

2 2N-1 (n-v4+t)(v-1)+¢ 

lel <ul - (nPAlfll > { S2 (ut Antenne 
t=0 p=0 

+(n—v)u(n—v +t) - InP ete D | Flr vst b 

Now we use the principle that the sum of a series growing guicker than 

a geometric progression with ratio 2 does not exceed the last term taken 

twice, and obtain 

n? n—v+2N —1)\(v—1)+2N+4+1 n-v42N- 

el svi (n*IsI)™ 24 (' w= 3) ) torn 

[Fl °PN"? + (n—v)u(n — v + 2N - 1) 
. Qn2(n- v+2N- 2) fret ey he 

2 no 2-10 nt 2.10 <ul (nti) 2f Same ge? + Sn ge } 
2n? 

Slyl (mn? IFll)" += Blyl. 

If |x| > |y| we infer from the equation (13,) that 

lelt < BY” [kl fol’ [yl = BY” [f(@,y) — ke’y” | 
av (ntl ~ <B ("3 a mt, 

hence 

n+) ony ls ("3")arr ill < 
s (nel 1)” 

o
N
 meV isn con 

Remark 1. Although the general idea is the same, Skolem [20] constructs 

the polynomial F differently. In his argument the proof is lacking, that the 

number Cy) +... + Cy occurring in his formula (9) is different from zero.
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Lemma 4. For every irreducible polynomial f € Z[X,Y] with the leading 

form equal tokX”Y"” (n > v >) all integral solutions of the equation 

f(x,y) = 0 satisfy 

max{|z|, ul) c (mt). 

Proof. In view of symmetry it is permissible to assume that |x| > |y]. 

Let F be a polynomial with properties specified in Lemma 3. Since f is 

irreducible we have either f|F or (f,F) = 1. The former is impossible by 
(10), since the leading form of f does not divide the leading form of F. 

Therefore (f, F) = 1 and by Lemma 1 and (11) the conditions f(z, y) = 0, 

F(z, y) = 0 imply 

lal < (iiflln?)” (Flin) . 

However by (12) 
2n? 

F< (7 Ilfil) 
Hence 

Iz] < nin'- gn? +3n-3 Fil" 

< (nPILF) - 
By (13) if f(z,y) = 0, F(z, y) #0 and ly] £ Iz] then 

2 2n3 

Iz S (rilAAD 

Hence in both cases 

zi c (nül)? . 2 

Remark 2. The example of the equation zy""1 — t(zg + y)*"! =0 witha 

solution x = t(t+1)""!, y = (t+1)""! shows that the exponent 2n? in the 
lemma cannot be lowered below n. 

Lemma 5. For the resultant R(ai,a2,a3) of homogeneous polynomials 

F;(#1, 22,23) (t = 1,2,3) of degrees ly > 1, lz > 1, 13 > 1 and with inde- 

terminate coefficient vectors a, ,a2,a3, respectively the following inequality 

holds 
WRili < (a th + |g) (18h la +713 +715 +36l2ls) (25)
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Proof. The resultant R is a polynomial with integral coefficients dividing 
the determinant D described on p.7 of [8], the elements of which are either 
zeros or components of the vectors a;, a2, a3. D is of order (!*!2+!s ), hence 
the number of terms in its expansion is ("*2*' )! and we have 

ht+b+l Dl < ( Tt 3 r ‘)) S (hth +h)O tht” (26) 

It follows from the construction of the determinant D that it is homoge- 
neous of degree (24%) in the components of a, and homogeneous of degree 
(423-1); 
(től 1) in the components of az. 

Now D = AR, where A € Z[b;, by] and b; is the coefficient vector of 
F,(x1, 2,0) (¢ = 1,2) see [8], p.11.. Clearly, b; has J; + 1 components and 
thus 

2 

lo +k. h(i; + 2l3; -—1 - E DaewD<h+y(*F*) + G+ phate) ey 5 2 
ím1 b 

1 
< 5 (lil +h +h8 + 4hbls + +124 2 - ly + hls + els), 

where 6 in the inner sum runs throught all the components of b,. It follows 
from a theorem of Mahler [9] that 

Alls til: < Dil. -2° < [Dill (a+b +b)? 
and since |All, > 1, f, > 1 we obtain (25) from (26) and (27). = 

Remark 3. A better estimate for ||R||; would follow from the expression 
for the resultant described in §7 of [7]. However this expression is given 
without a complete proof, therefore we do not use it. 

Lemma 6. Let c € C\{0}, g,h € CLX,Y]\C, (g,h) = 1, a, B,7,6 EN, 99 = 
9(X*,Y*), ho = h(X*,Y*) be homogeneous of degrees po, Qo respectively, 
p= _—Po g= —_.. 

(P0,90) ’ (Po .90) 

Then the resultant Ro of the forms eg{ hi, gf —EZ°4, h? —HZ*? equals 
CZ 7PodP FT>P0%4 where cz € CV (0). 

Proof. From 5.11.2, 5.7 and 5.9 of [5] we obtain successively 

Ro =e? Res (go, gg-— EZ", hk — HZ?) 

- Res (ho, gf — EZ?°?, AP — HZwP)® 
=P 9P0490 Res (9p, —EZPod | hh - HZ9P)T 

- Res (ho, gf —EZ"4, —HZw?)? |
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Since poqg = gop we can apply 5.9 of [5] again and obtain using 5.7, 5.8, 

5.11.2 of [5] 

Ry = c?9% Res (go, —=Z?°%, hP)” Res (ho, gf, —HZ®?)° 

= teP4P0% Res (EZ?4, go, ho)” Res (HZ®? go, ho)”. 

Taking now in the Laplace formula ([5], 5.10) 

fi =EZ"°9, fo =go, fs =ho, X1 = 2, Xo =X, X3 = VY 

we find 

Res (EZ°4 go, ho) = Res (EZPod \Po to Res (go, ho)??! =. = Pod Reg (90; ho)??? : 

Similarly 

Res (HZ®?, go, ho) = H?°® Res (go, ho)” . 

Hence 
Ro = cy, EPP0% F759" 0490 , 

where 
ci — +cP%P0% Res (go, hig) P40 + Spade . 

Since (g,h) = 1 we have, e.g. by Lemma 1 on p.110 of [17], (go, ho) — 1, 

hence Res(go, ho) # 0 and cs #0. @ 

Lemma 7. Let X have weight a, Y the weight B, f € Z[X,Y] and let 
the part of f of the greatest weight be equal to cg’h®, where a, 3,,6 € N, 

c 4 0, 9,h € Z[X,Y) \ Z have the weight po,qo andi(g,h) = 1. Put 
P= Gry. d= Gy: Then the resultant R of the polynomials f(X*,Y*), 

g(X*%,Y*)* — 5, h(X°*,Y*)? — H has the following properties 

the leading form of R equals c,=??s% H*%P0% , where cz A 0, (28) 

(yP9 +490 Poe 

Rll: <(yPo +690 + Pog taop)* PP +84a+25p9) (29) 
. PaPodgo II 59 H(YPotógo )pgo P|\(vP0+5q0) Pog all Ilo" ll IA? II : 

Proof. R equals the resultant of the forms 

Zorba F ((X/Z)*,(Y/Z)°) , g (X%,Y%)* — S29, h(X2,¥*)? — HZ?.
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We have 

I J K 

R= Da e, cm I] cs! Il dő Bot II ep H™+ , (30) 
i=l j=l k=l 

’ where c1,...,¢r, di,...,dy, €1,...,€x are the coefficients of f,g%,h?, re- 

spectively (in whatever order), ¢ = [e1,...,€7], ¢ = [G1,...,@y41], 9 = 
[m,---,MK41] run through NJ, Nj*?, NE*! and a(e,¢,7) 4 0 implies 

I J+1 . K+1 

> & = Papode, >. 6 = (1P0 + 640)P90, >> 05 = (1P0 + őgoJapo (31) 
i=1 - i=1 k=1 

(see [5], 2.3, (ii) with dy = YPo + 690, dy = qPo, dg = PQ), 

I . 

So ei ci) + Cr41 Po + 141 PG0 = (YPo + 690) Pgpo go (32) 
t=1 

(see [5], 5.13.2), where w(c;) is the exponent of the power of Z by which c; 
stands multiplied in 279+ f ((X/Z)*,(Y/Z)®). By convention, we take 
0° = 1. We have 

R=)) +d 

where 21, 22 are taken over all vectors ©,¢,” satisfying the condition 

> €;w(c;) = 0 and > e,w(ci) > 0, respectively. 

However, by Lemma 6 

5 i = Ro = cy =P F7O9P090 | 

On the other hand, by (30) and (32) the degree of }>, with respect to = 

and H is less than (yp + 6¢)poqo. ( Note that gpo = pgo). Hence (28) holds. 
As to (29), it follows from Lemma 5, (30), (31) and the inequalities 

lel <Ilfll GsisJ, 

Iai<ilg*] GsisJ), 

lex] < |r? || (1S k< K). 2 

Lemma 8. Let f be irreducible. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7 there 
exists an irreducible polynomial P € Z[=, H] with the following properties 

P(g", h?) = 0 (mod f); (33)
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Po + 640 | | Pog < — a 4 degP | ew Pf] as = 0 (34) 

the leading form of P is of the type k=" H”, wherek £0, u 5 0, v 5 0; 

(35) 
[PII S (yp0 + 540 + 2poq)# Ore +94%0+26P09) || F\laeFET Hg ™||e||hPI|?. (36) 

Remark 4. Skolem only outlines for y = 6 = 1 a proof of the existence of 
an irreducible polynomial P with the properties (33) and (35). No estimates 
for its degree or height are given. 

Proof. Using Proposition 7.2.1 (i) of [5] with n = 2, 

™ = Po + 690, M2=™M3 =pog= gp, Pi=f, Po=g", Ps =h?, 

d, = owe aB, dg=d3= 2 ap 

we infer the existence of a non-zero polynomial ® € Z[T,,T2,T3] of the type 

az a Ce: 

= 5 Carazes 17 13° TZ”, 

d, a1 +dza2+dgagS 18282. 

such that 

®(f,97,h®) =0. (37) 

Let a be the least nonnegative integer such that for some 02, az we 

have Cy,a,0; # 0. Put 

Q(Th, T3) = > Capaza3 Ty? Ts? . 

dia1-td2aztdzaz5S Sao 85 

It follows from (37) and the choice of ag that 

Q (g", h?) = 0 (mod f). 

Moreover, since d, = d3 we have 

did; 
< = degQ < op 8  
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Since f is irreducible there exists an irreducible factor P € Z[=, H] of Q such 

that (33) and (34) hold. Moreover, we may assume that P is primitive. 

In order to prove (35) and (36) suppose that for some €,7 € C we 

have R(£,n) = 0, where R is-the resultant described in Lemma 7. By the 

fundamental property of the resultant (see [8], p.13) there exist z,y,z € C 

not all zero such that 

zyPot a0 f ((2)° (4)’) =0, 

9 (x7, y°)" ~ EzPoa = 0, 

h (a*,y*) —nzeP = 0. 

However z = 0 is impossible, since it would give g (ze, y") =hA (x*, y®) =0 

and since g(X®,Y°),. h{X°,Y) are homogeneous, (9 (X°, Y8), 
h(X*,Y*)) # 1, hence (g,h) # 1, contrary to the assumption. Hence 

z #0 and taking 2, = (x/z)*, y: = (y/z)* we obtain 

f (21,91) = 9(41,y1)? — € = h(a, 41)? —7 = 0. 

From (33) it follows that P(€,7) = 0. Therefore, by the Hilbert-Netto 
theorem ([8], p.48) we have for a positive integer m and a polynomial 

S € QE, H] 
P™ = RS. 

It follows from the irreducibility of P that for a positive integer 4 and a 

2 €Q 
R=cP*, (38) 

which together with (28) implies (35). 

However, since R € Z[=, H] and P is primitive, we have c. € Z. Comparing 

the degrees on both sides of (38) we obtain from (28) and (34) 

1. 0 =< ——____.. 39 
B ~ (yp + 64)p090 (39) 

On the other hand; 

[PII* < max |P(E,n)|* = max 
léls1 

In1-1 In|=1 
  

1 =R(En)| < Hh, 
2 

hence by (39) 
Li 

. 

IPil < IIRIIT S Ror 

Together with (29) this gives (36).
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Lemma 9. In the special case of Lemma 8, where g = X, h = Y there is 

an irreducible polynomial P € Z[X,Y] satisfying (33), (35) and such that 

deg P < ay + Bő, 

IPI < (m+ D(M+ DIF) ,.m = degy f, n= degy f. 

Proof. Consider the polynomial 

a71 8-1 

F(XY)-III[(GX.GY) ezlta 69. X.Y, 
1-0 j—0 

where ¢., Cs are primitive roots of unity of order a, Ő, respectively. Since 

F is invariant with respect to the substitutions X — ¢gX, Y — ¢.Y we 

have F € Q(X*,Y“%) and 

F=Q (x, Y*) , where Q € Z[E, H]. 

Let Qo be the leading form of Q. If Fo is the part of F of the greatest 

weight, we have 

Fo(X,Y) = Qo (Xé,Y") , hence 

B-la-l 

Fo(X,Y) = |] TP kx) Y)° =k? x87 286, 
#=0 j=0 

On the other hand 

Ql = ||Flls $< (m4 Dn 4 DIF). 

Now, let P € Z[X, Y] be an irreducible factor of Q such that f|P (X°,Y°), 

ie. (33) holds. We may assume without loss of generality that P is 

primitive. Since f|P (X°,Y°) we have 

F(X,Y)|P (X®,Y°)"", thus Q|P%. 

Since P is irreducible we have Q = cP* (yw € N) and since P is primitive 

c € Z. Hence Qo = cP}, where Py is the leading form of P and (35) follows. 

Moreover 

deg P < deg Qo = ay + (6, 

IPII S eek, IP(E,n)| < mak, lQ(E,m)I < lQlh 

and the lemma follows.
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Lemma 10. If F € Z[X,Y] is isobaric with respect to weights a, B, (a, 8) = 

1 and (F, XY) = 1, then there exists a form F € Z[X,Y] such that 

F(X,Y) = F (X*,Y°). 

Proof. If F € Z we take F = F. If F ¢ Z, since (F, XY) = 1 we have 

F= x c;X% Ys, where the vectors [a;,b;] € Ng are distinct, c; € Z \ {0} 

and, say dy £0, bo = 0; a, — 0, bk #0. 

Since F is isobaric with respect to weights a, @ we have 

a,;a+b;8 = aga (0<j <k) 

and in particular 6. = aoa. Since (a, 8) = 1 we obtain a9 = 0mod f and 

from the equation above 

a; =Omodf, 6; =Omoda (0<j<hk). 

The lemma follows with 

k ek 

F(X,Y) => oXFY=. 
j=0 

Lemma 11. If G,,G2 € Z[X,Y]\ Z, Gi,G2 are homogeneous of degree r 

and (G,,G2) = 1 we have for all complex z,y 

max{|Gi(x,y)|, |Go(z,y)|}2 (8r7 Gill Gall) “ max{|z|", lyl"}. (40) 

Proof. We have (G:(X, 1), Ge(z,1)) = 1 hence by the result of Mahler [10] 

for all complex z 

max{|Gi(z,1)|, |Ga(2,2)|} > CllGilk Gelle)" 
> (2(r +1)*1Grll [IGall)” 
> (8r7|Gal| Gall)” 

Thus for all complex z and y 

max{|G:(z,y)|, |Ga(x, y)}> (8r71Gr{1 Gell) * ly!”
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and by symmetry 

max{|Gi(z,y)|, |Ga(w,y)}= (8r7[1Gil| Gall)” Iz, 

which gives (40). 

Proof of the theorem. If (C;,) is not satisfied by the variable X, let the 

term of f containing the highest power of X occurring in f and the highest 

power of Y besides be cX7Y°, where 7 > 0, 6 > 0. Let us give X the weight 

a=n-—6+1,Y the weight 6 = 1. Since X7Y° has the weight greater 
than X71Y", cX7Y° is the part of f of the greatest weight and Lemma 9 

is applicable. We have 

P=P =a, q=O=1. 

For the polynomial P the existence of which is ensured by Lemma 9 we 
obtain from f(z, y) = 0 and (33) 

P(z,y*) = 0. (41) 

Moreover, by Lemma 9 

deg P Say+6<m(n-64+1)+6<mn41, 

IPI < (m+ 1)(n + IDIFIN)*. 

Since by (35) P satisfies the assumption of Lemma 4 we have from that 
lemma and (41) 

a a a a\2(mn- m64+m+5)? 

max{(z|, |y*|}< ((mn + 1)?(m +1) (n+ 1)* [fil y* +m+6) 

which implies the inequality for |z| in (i). In order to prove the inequality 
for |y| let us observe that for m = 1 a stronger inequality, namely 

lyl < n({lfll + 1)" 

follows on reversing the role of x and y by the argument used by Hilliker . 

and Straus in the proof of their false Theorem 3.3 (the argument is sound 

only it does not prove what is asserted in the theorem). For m > 1 we have 

:— y(6). 
_ 2(mn- mb+m+6) 3 

ul S (mn + HOH) (m+ 1)(n-+ DIF)
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Now, an easy calculation shows that in the interval (1,n) 

29 (6) 
(6) > mn—mé6+m+6 

hence p(ó) has no local maximum in this interval and 

ly] < max (6) = max{y(1), o(n)}= ¢(1), 
1S$6Sn 

which completes the proof of (i). 

If (C;) holds, bu but (C2) does not, we give X the weight a = Gny? Y the 
weight @ = . The part of f of the greatest weight is of the form 

KEY" f(X, Y), 

where e > 0, ¢ > 0, (fi(X,Y), XY) = 1 and f; is isobaric. By Lemma 10 

fi=fi(X*,Y*), (42) 

where f; € Z[X,Y] is a form of degree k,, say. By (C1) n> C+ degy fi > 
k,, hence 

ki < (m,n). (43) 

Lemma 8 is applicable with 

g=X, h=Y‘Sf,(X,Y), y=e<m, 6=1. 

We have 

Po =a, go = B(C +. aki) < Bn, P= 0-0 

ala) 2 B. (44) 

For the polynomial P the existence of which is ensured by Lemma 8 we 

obtain from f(z, y) = 0 and (33) 

P (x1, y°? fi(z,y)?) = 0. " (45) 

Moreover, by (34) and (36) 

degP £ o — E Fa abc mm min {4 +1 nh, (46)  
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Or mn2 

IPI £ (car + qo + Largo) 8 Oratoe0t25a) | Filtmmitenrar |nPll?. (47) 

  

  

However 2 omn? bmn? 
mn mn mn 

< < ea + qo + 20g < Gn,n) + (m,n)? = (m,n) (48) 

2mn 1.1 
o(9ea: + 9go + 25aqo) < (mn) n) (4 +1) (9ea + 9go + 25aq0) (49) 

9ea 
< mae (5 +90 + 25an + 2 +90 +2504 ) 

172mn3 

= (m,n 
Since (C2) does not hold 

2agmn? 2n? 
< . (m,n)(ea + qo) > mn, Gm n)(cat qe) 5 Um, my! (50) 

By (42) and (43) the number of non-zero coefficients of f, does not exceed 

(m,n), thus by (44) 

I = PPI S (ory) Ful S (Com myLFIDOO 650 
< ((m,n)|| FPF? . 

Now, by (46) 

min{a aah a < 2mn 209 An? 
"B ~(mn) B (m,n)”’ 

hence by (47) - (51) 

4 n3 

Amn? \ (an® 4 a? 

Pll < (55) (m,n) or] fT < (dmn?) oe SE pl ear, 

Since by (34) P satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4 we obtain from that 

lemma and (45) 

max({|z%|, ly’? fi(e,y)?l} < (PIP Il)” (52) 
) 16m? n° (m,n)—* 

  

IA
 

4 2n4 43mn3 2 

(ae enn’) (nin MI fons 
?
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On the other hand, 

<n G, =X and G,=YeOf,(X,Y)@O 

are homogeneous polynomials of the same degree 3 S n and by (42) 

= Gi(x"), y°? fi(z,y)? = Go(2*,y*). 

Moreover, we have ||G;|| = 1 and by (51) 

Gall = APL < (Cm n) FR . 
Hence, by Lemma 11 

max{lo"| ly? fi(0, y)P}2 (8n? ((m,n)| FI) =) * max{|e*|F, vető). 
On comparing this with (52) we obtain 

-1 96m‘*n®(m,n)~> +n(m,n)7) 

max{|e*|,|y*|}< ((4mn2)smrim™ 171) 
By symmetry 

“1 96m®n*(m,n)~* +m(m,n)~* 

max{|x"|, |y*|}((4m?njsmnom™) 17) 
Hence 

) 96m* ndó (m,n)~5 +do(m,n)~} 

, max{|2*|,Iy*I}< ((Amndy)emrom™ If 
which implies (ii). 

Assume now that f satisfies (C,) and (C2), but does not satisfy (C3). 
Let X have the weight a = Gany? Y the weight 8 = Cen and let the part of 
f of the greatest weight be g, 92 "where 9: e ZIX,Y] \Z, (91,92) = 1. Since 
9192 is isobaric so are gi, 92, moreover by (Ci) - (C2) we have (g;, XY) = 1. 
Hence by Lemma 10 for suitable polynomials 9; € Z[X,Y] we have 

  

Gi = Gi (x4, Y") (i = 1,2), (53) 

. where g; is homogeneous of degree, say, k; > 0. Clearly 

| ky + kp =(m, n), whence - (54) 

kike < (m, ny 
  (55)
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Lemma 8 is applicable with g = g,, h = g2, y= 6=1. We have 

k ko mn p= ky q= ko 

Po = ‘tr, Gane = > (m,n)??? (ka, ka)? (ay ha) 
  

Put . 
_ ki ko 

c (fa, kz) 

For the polynomial P the existence of which is ensured by Lemma 8 we 

obtain from f(x,y) = 0 and (33) 

P (gi (x,y)*, go(x,y)?) = 0. (56) 

Moreover, by (34) and (36) 

  

  

T, 

degP < o= [hol Í ky kp mn mn 

(ki, ka) (m,n)? 7 (m, n) 

IPIl < (Bo + G0 + 2pog)*SPo+990+25P09) | F|\ THT Ig? ||| 9812. 

However, by (54) and (55) 

mn 

Po + 40 + 2p0g S (m (m,n)? 2 2% 

9m 25mn 43 
9p + 940 + 25p0g < (m = + < zm 

hence 
  

IPI] < (matt fH” IgGl] oHAT™ gh] HAT”. 
Since P by (35) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4 we have by that lemma 

and (56) 

max{|gi(z,y)*|, \go(x, y)?|} 
(57) 

33,3 

min 
BB pr an (m,n) 

< (so np r?(m, nye 16 za mins "fll eo (m, nn) aa (m,n) 98 I (mn) ") 

, 

On the other hand, 97 and 9) are homogeneous polynomials of the same 

degree r. Hence by (53) and Lemma 11 with G, = 9{, G2 = 93 

max{|gi(z,y)"|, [go(x, y)?I}= max{|g: (2°, y*)*], [Go(o", y*)P I} 

> (8r?|I9f II gel)” max{lx*|", vel.
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which together with (57) gives 

max{|2*|, ele 8r2 [93 Ige: (58) 
. 2am? n3 3 

mn? r (mnye 
(= 3°! ln ESŐ ETT IGE fo 5) 

By (53) we have for every positive integer | 

llgill = Nall = l9e(X, 1)'Il S (he + 1) [lg(X, BDI 
< (m,n) |I9:(X, DIV. 

Moreover, since ||§:(X, 1)92(X, 1)l] = [IG 92ll = lggall <'llfll we have by a 
lemma of Gelfond ((3], p.135) 

Iloell = ll9s(X, 1)|] < e* ** [fll =e” [IF IL. 

Hence q 

lof = lla2ll < ((m, me) If11) 
Pp 

oS ll = Hall < ((m,n)e™? IF) 
and (54), (55), (58) give 

(m, n)* (m,n) (mn) ee i nem III) max{|x"|, |y*|}< 8 
m3 n3 (m,n) : 

mn ((m, n)e™ ny ") 32 

Éz m n*(m,n)3+(m, n) 

  
            
mn? 43 

. (ő ny 32/3 (mn) is ( 

< ((mnyomnionn™ age 
This implies (iii). = 

Proof of the corollary. For d = 2 the assumptions of (ii) are never 
satisfied and 

max(lz], iv) c (41171) c (451I7ID?" im the case (ii). 
It remains to consider the case (i). If the leading form of f is a monomial 
we have by Lemma 4 

max{|c|, lyl}< (47 fll 9 a (45171? .
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If the leading form of f is not a monomial, it is equal either to aX?Y+bXY? 
or to aXY+6Y? or toaX?+bXY (abF 9. In the first case (C;) is satisfied 

neither by X nor by Y, hence 

max{|z|,|y|}< (45]/||)” - 

In the second case m = 1, n = 2, hence 

max{|z|, |yl}< (18|[fll)* < (4511f1)" - 

The third case is symmetric to the second. 

For d > 2 of the three estimates 

rnaxc{|| byl} < (d+ 1)2(a? + 1)°/4|1f1)) "im the ease (i), 
3\8d? 96d*(d-1)7+1 . 

maztlat ul) c (a Is) in the case (ii), 
ed! +a max{|z|, |y|} < (as 1 fil) ved in the case (iii) 

the second is the worst. MI 

Note added in proof. By using recent results of B. Dwork and A. J. van 

der Poorten, which improve upon the work of W. Schmidt, P. G. Walsh has 

substantially sharpened the estimates given on pages 330-331. In most but 

not in all cases his results are better than our Theorem. We also owe to 

him two corrections incorporated in the present paper. Walsh’s paper is to 

appear in Acta Mathematica. 
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